
Sacred Body 351 

Chapter 351: Great opportunity in the funeral world, all the little kings gather, and Jun Xiaoyao starts to 

kill! 

Latest website: As we all know, the burial ground of the ages is a cold and ominous place. 

Most of the burial souls are reincarnated from death, and are naturally restrained by the power of 

thunder, flames, and so on. 

Therefore, in the Burial Ground of Eternity, Jun Xiaoyao hardly encountered any creature that could 

control the power of thunder and flames. 

Even if there is, there are some special energies such as Yin Thunder and Underfire. 

The skeletal creature in front of him displayed the power of thunder, but it was the kind of thunder 

force that was as strong as the sun. 

This is somewhat surprising. 

The only possibility is that this power of thunder is not the energy inherent in the skeleton creatures. 

It was obtained from other places. 

What does this mean 

It represents a great opportunity! 

Jun Xiaoyao slapped his hand, tens of billions of catties of supernatural power burst into pieces, crushing 

the skeletal creatures. 

He picked up a broken bone and looked at the thunder pattern on it. 

"It's such a complicated pattern, it's about to approach some great supernatural powers." Jun Xiaoyao's 

eyes flashed. 

Great supernatural powers are very rare, such as true dragon supernatural power, divine phoenix 

supernatural power, unicorn supernatural power and so on. 

Even with Jun Xiaoyao's vision, he can't turn a blind eye to this kind of supernatural power, and he will 

attach great importance to it. 

"Still ahead." Jun Xiaoyao continued to deepen. 

Along the way, more and more skeletal creatures contaminated with the power of thunder. 

This also means that Jun Xiaoyao's direction is not wrong. 

In a boundary of the burial soil, here is a silver mountain range. 

The entire mountain was silver, as if it had been tempered by the power of endless thunder. 

And in the center of the mountain, there is a hole, and endless thunder light surges out of it. 
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On the periphery of the mountain, all kinds of skeletal creatures that control the power of thunder are 

fighting. 

And the one who fought with them was the ten little king-level Tianjiao, such as Jiuyou Lun. 

Except for Chu Tianba, the other ten little Wang Tianjiao all gathered here, including Langhuan. 

After they entered the burial world, they each got some chances, and then they also met some skeletal 

creatures that could display the power of thunder, and finally gathered here. 

"In that cave, it is very likely that there is a thunder type treasure or a thunder type great supernatural 

power!" Long Xiang's eyes were fiery. 

Although it seems inappropriate for the Burying Earth creatures to cultivate the Thunder System 

supernatural powers. 

But as the Ten Little King-level Tianjiao, who is not the favorite of heaven, it is not too difficult for them 

to cultivate the magical powers of the Thunder Element. 

What's more, the lightning magical power is so powerful that it can be used as an attacking hole card. 

"It's these skeletal creatures that are too troublesome," Mo Ling said. 

While speaking, the corner of his eyes flashed over Langhuan's body from time to time, with a fiery 

color. 

"Look again, this princess will dig out your eyeballs!" Langhuan Jiaoyan Hansha. 

Don't look at her being gentle to Jun Xiaoyao. 

But to other people, there is no good face. 

Especially a snake like Mo Ling, it makes her feel uncomfortable and get goose bumps. 

If Jun Xiaoyao’s face is pleasing to the eye. 

Then Mo Ling was terrible. 

"You...hmph, it's impossible for that kid to walk out of the funeral world alive anyway." Mo Ling's snake 

eyes narrowed slightly. 

Suddenly, a voice came from a distance. 

"Oh, really" 

Hearing this sound, Mo Ling's body tightened, and the rest of Long Xiang, Jiuyou Lun and other Tianjiao 

suddenly turned their eyes. 

In the distance, Jun Xiaoyao wins Xuexue in white, walking out of the air with his negative hand. 

His eyes were faint, swept across the spot, and then his eyes fell into the cave. 

"Is that the chance?" Jun Xiaoyao showed a look of interest in his eyes. 

"The gentleman..." 



Langhuan's face was beaming, her waist twisted, and she jumped up and fell beside Jun Xiaoyao. 

The faces of Mo Ling and others were extremely ugly. 

The chance here is probably the biggest chance outside the funeral world. 

If they continue to go deeper, they may also have life concerns. 

But right now, Jun Xiaoyao appeared, undoubtedly wanting to eat this piece of fat by himself, and even 

the dregs would not be left to them. 

"Why are you still standing here, don't you?" Jun Xiaoyao said indifferently. 

Simple, straightforward, without any obscurities or bells and whistles. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, we discovered this place first, not yours alone." Long Xiang said in a deep voice. 

"So what? If you don't get out, then you will die!" 

Without a word, Jun Xiaoyao shot directly, and a palm print blasted out, as if the same corner of the sky 

had collapsed, suppressing Xiang Long Xiang. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, you...!" Long Xiang also didn't expect that Jun Xiaoyao was so decisive that he would shoot 

if he didn't agree. 

He performed the secret technique, his body skyrocketed, and the bone wings on his back vibrated, and 

the white bone armor spread all over his body, with an extremely hard feeling. 

At the same time, the Death Dragon Qi rolled in front of him, turning into a bone shield. 

There was a bang. 

Ten billion catties of divine power poured down on the bone shield, smashing it to pieces in an instant, 

and at the same time, Long Xiang's entire body also smashed to the ground. 

"Everyone shot together!" Mo Ling roared. 

This time, these ten little Wang Tianjiao did not hesitate, and quickly shot one by one. 

The Blood Fiend Clan Tianjiao and Corpse Refining Sect Tianjiao all started in the first place. 

They use their own means. 

The Blood Fiend Clan Tianjiao, once again sacrificed the bleeding sea, washed the world and released 

endless death. 

Tianjiao of Refining Corpse Sect once again sacrificed a coffin, and the coffin exploded in the void. 

An ancient corpse with red hair appeared. 

This red-haired demon corpse was given to him by the strong of the Refining Corpse Sect, specifically to 

deal with Jun Xiaoyao in the funeral world. 

The strength of this red-haired devil corpse was even about to catch up with the real **** powerhouse. 



There is also Jiuyou Lu, the beast pupil also has cunning cold light bursts, it is also looking for 

opportunities. 

Just when a group of ten little king-level Tianjiao attacked Jun Xiaoyao. 

In the sky and the void on the periphery of the space crack, the scene of fighting in the burial world is 

also revealed. 

Seeing a crowd of ten little kings, Tianjiao, once again fought the king at ease. 

The buried creatures present were extremely nervous, for fear of repeating the same mistakes again. 

"No, it is estimated that even Jiuyou Shou will make a move this time, but it can compete with Chu 

Tianba." 

"Yes, and the red-haired devil corpse, whose cultivation base is almost close to the true god, who can 

stop it" 

There was a lot of uproar and discussion. 

The ghost-faced female burial emperor stood alone in the void, looking at the scene without saying a 

word. 

In the funeral world, the war has begun. 

The red-haired devil corpse rushed forward, extremely ferocious, fierce and evil, and devilish. 

Jun Xiaoyao blasted away with a fist mark, and the entire chest of the red-haired devil's corpse was 

sunken, but it did not disintegrate. 

"Do you think things like the last time will happen again?" Corpse Refining Sect Tianjiao said coldly. 

His face was extremely pale, with a trail of blood left at the corner of his mouth. 

The red-haired devil corpse, after all, was beyond his control. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com is now a 

forceful urging, and it also hurt him greatly. 

The Blood Fiend Clan Tianjiao and Mo Ling took advantage of the opportunity when Jun Xiaoyao was 

entangled by the red-haired demon's corpse, and made a sudden move. 

Langhuan didn't make a move on the side, it was not that she was sitting and watching. 

But she believes that there is no need to shoot. 

If it is to help, it will be unbelief towards Jun Xiaoyao. 

"When the ants unite, they are still ants, trampling one to death, there is no difference from trampling a 

group to death!" 

Jun Xiaoyao is full of blood, and if the Taikoo volcano erupts. 

His hair was fluttering, the whole person was surging with immortal light, and the power of one hundred 

and sixty large Luo fairy bones was finally revealed at this moment. 



At the same time, the supreme bones on his chest were faintly shining, and terrifying energy was 

gathering. 

Jun Xiaoyao is about to kill! 

Chapter 352: The python swallows the sun, the fierce Jun Xiaoyao, kills 1 public 1... 

Latest website: On the front of Jun Xiaoyao's right hand, the purple light flashed by. 

Thanos Sacred King gloves are already worn. 

With the addition of tens of billions of catties supernatural power, there is also the power of Da Luo Xian 

Bone. 

Jun Xiaoyao's punch seemed to be able to break through the void. 

A fist bombarded the red-haired devil corpse. 

boom! 

With a loud and deafening noise erupting, the chest of the red-haired devil's corpse was actually 

punched through by Jun Xiaoyao! 

Of course, the red-haired devil corpse itself is a half-puppet, and as long as it is not smashed into pieces, 

it can still act. 

The red-haired devil corpse had nails like sharp thorns, and grabbed Jun Xiaoyao's head! 

Jun Xiaoyao shook one arm, and the divine energy burst out like a surging ocean. 

Sneer! 

The whole red-haired devil corpse was directly divided into two! 

The corpse refining sect Tianjiao, the whole person is completely dull, dumbfounded, as if losing his 

soul! 

The fighting power of this red-haired devil corpse is close to the true god! 

Although it is impossible to compare with the true true **** powerhouse, the physical body alone is 

indeed close to the true god. 

But now, he was still killed by Jun Xiaoyao. 

But while Jun Xiaoyao shattered the red-haired devil corpse, the attacking moves of Long Xiang, Mo 

Ling, and Blood Fiend Clan Tianjiao had already fallen. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't change his face, and a strange energy flowed out. 

Those volatile moves directly dissipated in the void. 

Mana immunity, activate! 

Jun Xiaoyao stared at the Tianjiao of the Refining Corpse Sect with cold eyes. 
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Zombie Refining Sect Tianjiao had no intention to fight in his heart, without a trace of resistance, turned 

around and left. 

Most of the fighting power of the corpse refiner Tianjiao is on the body of the devil, and it is 

unremarkable in itself, without any special features. 

Jun Xiaoyao grabbed into the void with one hand, and his mana surged, condensed into the spear of the 

gods. 

A spear directly penetrated the corpse refining sect Tianjiao, and then the spear of the gods exploded 

suddenly. 

The corpse refining sect Tianjiao instantly turned into fragments, and the dead could no longer die. 

Outside the burial world, the powerhouse of the Corpse Refining Sect, his face instantly became gloomy. 

However, the shock is not over yet. 

Jun Xiaoyao turned around and locked Mo Ling. 

Mo Ling was cold, like falling into an ice cave. 

Jun Xiaoyao's chest shined, and a blazing light beam burst out. 

It is God's robbery light. 

This is like a catastrophe from heaven, where the light passes by, annihilating everything. 

"Heaven Swallowing Sun Art!" 

Mo Ling shouted wildly, splashing blood all over, almost sacrificed himself, displaying terrifying magical 

powers. 

Rumor has it that the ancestors of the Sky-Swallowing Demon Python clan displayed magical powers 

that could even swallow up refining in the sky. 

This type of supernatural power evolved from this legend, and it was the move of the Sky Swallowing 

Demon Python clan to press the bottom of the box. 

Once the move was performed, it seemed as if a huge phantom of the magic python appeared in the 

void, and the python body was winding thousands of miles like a mountain. 

The devil's phantom opened his mouth and swallowed God's Tribulation into it. 

However, it was not waiting for a successful smile on Mo Ling's face. 

He was shocked to discover that the phantom of the devil's python started to tremble like water waves 

and became unstable. 

"broken!" 

The word Jun Xiaoyao fell, and the entire magic python phantom, directly collapsed. 



Jun Xiaoyao's chest was once again bombarded with black and white brilliance, it was the Nirvana of 

Samsara! 

"Do not!" 

Mo Ling's eyes protruded, screaming in horror. 

The next moment, samsara Nirvana swept across his body. 

Mo Ling's body, like a weathered rock, collapsed into fly ash every inch. 

Another Ten Little King-level Tianjiao has fallen! 

"Damn it!" 

When Long Xiang and Tianjiao of the Blood Fiend clan saw this, their eyes were extremely solemn and 

jealous, and vaguely, they also showed fear. 

That's right! 

This group of ten little kings who stood above the top and defiantly looked at them finally felt a sense of 

fear. 

For Tianjiao of their level, this kind of fear shouldn't have appeared. 

But now, they are really scared. 

Jun Xiaoyao is a devil! 

Jun Xiaoyao raised his hand, and the ancient Emperor Tuoshe burst into flames, directly surrounding the 

Tianjiao of the Blood Fiend Race. 

At the same time, they suppressed Wang Yin and suppressed Xiang Longxiang. 

At this juncture, Jiu Youlu finally made a move. 

If it doesn't make a move, I am afraid it will be the only one left to face Jun Xiaoyao. 

As soon as Jiuyou Sang shot, the fluctuation was extremely terrifying. 

On the nine tails behind it, there are nine beast heads. 

At this moment, nine heads opened their mouths together, and nine purple beams burst out, as if they 

could divide the world. 

"What a mighty power!" Langhuan looked slightly startled. 

But he is also very confident in Jun Xiaoyao. 

Although Jiuyou Suddenly attacked, Jun Xiaoyao also noticed it. 

Behind him, suddenly the power of mana surged, and a white golden cloak emerged. 

Many gods patterns appeared on the surface of the cloak, as if the gods were singing in Brahma, 

releasing endless sacred light. 



It is the supreme defensive method in the spirit of the gods, the cloak of the gods! 

This move was transformed from the guardian of the underworld, with stronger defense power, as if a 

deity was guarding Emperor Xiaoyao. 

The nine light beams released by Jiuyou Shou fell on the cloaks of the gods and couldn't penetrate at all. 

At the same time, the Blood Fiend Clan Tianjiao let out a heart-piercing roar, turning into ashes in the 

blazing Emperor Yan. 

And Long Xiang was also shocked to vomit blood, his bones and dragon scales were all shattered, and his 

whole body was embarrassed to the extreme. 

Jun Xiaoyao also pointed out as a sword, and a slaughter of immortal sword art was cut off in the air. At 

the same time, in the heart of his eyebrows, a chain of order rushed out and turned into a golden short 

sword, which was the Yuanhuang Dao sword. 

Two of the five great divine tactics are displayed at the same time, and the power can be imagined. 

Even if Long Xiang exhausted all his energy and squeezed his own cultivation base, in the face of such an 

offensive, he was still a man with a man's arm, and he couldn't help himself! 

Two puffs. 

Long Xiang's chest and head were pierced by two sword lights. 

The corpse dragon dragon Xiang, fall! 

In the end, Jun Xiaoyao turned around, his eyes were indifferent, looking at the last Jiuyou. 

Jiu Youlu's hair was exploded, and there was a panic in his eyes. 

It is extremely fierce, and among the ten little kings, it can even compete with Chu Tian. 

But now, it is scared. 

"dead!" 

Jun Xiaoyao displayed six reincarnation fists, his fists were shocking, and six reincarnation vortexes 

emerged, and the void exploded, and the sky shook! 

Jiuyou Shou struggled to resist, and his body was full of purple glow, and all kinds of fierce beasts 

showed their magical powers. 

Even the unique Nine Nether magical powers of the Nine Nether Lords were used, and the purple light 

wave destroyed the world. 

It's a pity ~www.mtlnovel.com~ If you are a true heir of the pure-blooded Jiuyou Shou, you might really 

be able to fight Jun Xiaoyao. 

But the Nine Serenities in front of him were nothing but mixed blood. 

In front of Jun Xiaoyao, there was still no resistance and was shattered by Jun Xiaoyao's punch. 



The whole land of chance was quiet instantly. 

Except for Jun Xiaoyao, Langhuan was left, and a group of skeletal creatures at the entrance of the cave. 

Langhuan was stunned. 

Even though she knew that Jun Xiaoyao would win in the end, she didn't expect to win so simply and 

neatly. 

Jun Xiaoyao, too fierce! 

Langhuan is wet again. 

At this moment, outside the burial realm, there was already no sound, and the audience seemed to be 

plunged into a cold winter, all frozen into sculptures! 

Chapter 353: Opportunity in the cave, Lei Di's supernatural power! 

Latest website: Time and space seem to be frozen, and all the creatures outside the burial world are 

silent. 

Although some of these creatures have been faintly expected. 

But when they really witnessed it with their own eyes, their hearts were still shocked. 

Ten little kings of the entire eternal burial soil. 

Except for Chu Tianba and Langhuan, the other eight fell into the hands of Jun Xiaoyao. 

Moreover, these people were easily counter-killed by Jun Xiaoyao under the siege. 

Shame! 

There is a kind of humiliation in the hearts of all the burial souls. 

Only some powerful people in the Shura Demon Kingdom are sighing, their princesses, have a good 

vision. 

Qin Xian'er was also impressed. 

She has never liked any man, but Jun Xiaoyao is the only man she admires. 

"Damn, damn!" The strong man of the corpse dragon clan was furious, and the world was roaring. 

Not only the corpse dragon clan, the sky swallowing demon python clan, the blood evil clan, the corpse 

refining sect, and other powerful forces, they are also very angry, and they want to get rid of Jun 

Xiaoyao and hurry. 

"Is the ancestor still indifferent?" Among the corpse dragon clan, there is a strong spirit communicating. 

The strong man of the corpse dragon clan, the dragon bone burial emperor, is also the top power of the 

burial soil, and is as famous as the heavenly burial emperor. 

"That Junjia Tianjiao, after all, there is that layer of background..." a corpse dragon clan expert said in 

fear. 
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"No matter how strong the Jun family is, can it be stronger than the combined forces of my Eternal 

Burial Ground, let alone the depths of the burial world, and the great horror since ancient times." Some 

creatures were unwilling to say. 

The heart is unwilling, not just the corpse dragons. 

The rest of the Heaven-swallowing Demon Python clan, Blood Fiend clan, Corpse Refining Sect and other 

forces, there are also some creatures, their eyes flashing, as if they are planning something. 

If Jun Xiaoyao just killed the Tianjiao of a family and two families, then perhaps no one dared to touch 

him because of the background of the Jun family. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao almost killed the ten little kings. 

That means that Jun Xiaoyao has almost offended more than 90% of the forces in the Eternal Burial 

Land. 

This is not something that can be exposed casually. 

Among the ten little Wang Tianjiao who are still alive, apart from Langhuan, only Chu Tianba is left. 

"Disciple, you must finish that matter..." Tianming's burial emperor's eyes were extremely deep. 

He let Chu Tianba enter the burial world, looking for the reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

Naturally, it wasn't just for Chu Tianba to transform. 

There is another thing to let him do. 

If successful, the burial world will probably also usher in major changes. 

Outside the entire burial world, all the creatures were marveling, clamoring, and talking. 

Only the ghost-faced female buried emperor, like a noble sculpture, always stands still. 

Jun Xiaoyao's performance made her a little surprised. 

And the figure in the white clothes also faintly overlaps with the young man in the white clothes in her 

illusion. 

In the burial world. 

Compared with the noise of the outside world, Jun Xiaoyao was calm and calm. 

He didn't feel any panic because of killing so many Ten Little Wang Tianjiao. 

It's like... slaughtered a few chickens. 

Even Langhuan spit out a little speechlessly: "Sir, can't you be more dignified?" 

"Why?" Jun Xiaoyao asked back. 

"These dead are all the treasures of the immortal forces in the Burial Grounds, and now they are all 

dead, son, you have offended more than 90% of the forces in the Burial Ground at once." Langhuan said. 



"Even if the whole world is enemies, this **** son will not frown, let alone just a mere burial ground?" 

Jun Xiaoyao chuckled lightly, indifferently. 

His ambition is to suppress the entire era, even the past and the present for hundreds of millions of 

years. 

What can I do with an eternal burial ground? 

"Sir, don't talk about it, people are going to be wet again." Langhuan's beautiful legs trembled slightly. 

Jun Xiaoyao's domineering unintentionally revealed, enough to make any woman intoxicated. 

Beauty loves heroes, this is an unchanging truth. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, it is no longer a simple hero to describe it. 

He is the myth of invincible and invincible! 

"Okay, get rid of these little troubles and see what chances are in the cave." Jun Xiaoyao waved his hand 

and looked at the group of skeletal creatures. 

Jun Xiaoyao and Langhuan both shot. 

With the strength of Jun Xiaoyao, the skeletal creatures were quickly wiped out. 

It's just that when they first entered the entrance of the cave, two saint-level skeletal creatures 

appeared. 

Jun Xiaoyao directly sacrificed God Tu's puppet and solved the battle in twos or twos. 

Afterwards, the two entered the cave. 

Looking at it, the power of endless thunder is flooding it, like a vast ocean. 

Jun Xiaoyao is okay, after all, he is not buried in the earth, and the power of thunder cannot restrain 

him. 

On the contrary, it was Langhuan. Although she had faded some lifelessness, she would still be 

restrained by Thunder. 

At this moment, she was pale and unwell. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't say anything, his mana shook slightly, and Langhuan also protected him. 

Langhuan glanced at Jun Xiaoyao, a sweet smile appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

Domineering externally, but careful internally. Although he doesn't care on the surface, he still protects 

when he should. 

Who doesn't love such a man? 

Langhuan felt more and more that his vision was correct. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't care, but just went along. 



His attention at the moment is all on the thunder rune on the wall. 

In the entire cave, except for some treasures, this is the thunder rune engraved all over the cave wall. 

Every rune, like the stars of the heavens, is extremely complicated and requires a lot of energy. 

But the hole has a hundred thousand thunder runes. 

Tianjiao is generally difficult to write down, let alone comprehend. 

"Good Xuan'ao rune, too complicated." Langhuan looked at it for a while before shook his head slightly. 

It is almost impossible for her to memorize these runes completely. If she is enlightened, she does not 

know how many years it will take. 

As for Jun Xiaoyao, a divine light flashed across his eyes. 

His talent is unparalleled, and even the eighteen ancestors lamented that when he was young, he was 

definitely not as good as Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Interesting, I didn't expect it to be Thunder Emperor's supernatural power." After Jun Xiaoyao swept it 

over, a smile appeared on the corner of his mouth. 

He was very satisfied with this harvest. 

"Lei Di's supernatural powers?" Langhuan was surprised, but he didn't expect Jun Xiaoyao to see it after 

a glance. 

"I have seen Lei Di's deeds in the classics. He is a creature of the immortal realm, a talented evildoer, 

with a thunderous body, and aspirations higher than the sky. He wants to use his own magical powers." 

"In the end, it was really created by him. It was the Thunder Emperor's supernatural power, which was 

comparable to the real dragon, the divine phoenix, and the unicorn." 

Jun Xiaoyao sighed. 

Unexpectedly, the inheritance of Lei Di's great supernatural powers ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ was actually 

in the funeral world. 

This kind of supernatural power is very rare, even Jun Lingcang has only mastered the incomplete 

unicorn supernatural power. 

The supernatural powers of the real dragon, the divine phoenix, etc., and the supernatural powers of 

the Ancestral Dragon Nest, Ten Thousand Phoenix Spirit Mountain, will never escape easily. 

The Thunder Emperor's great supernatural powers are comparable to these great supernatural powers, 

showing that its power is extremely powerful. 

"Yes, after mastering this Lei Di supernatural power, I have more means to deal with the immortal 

ancient world in the future." Jun Xiaoyao murmured. 

In the ancient world, various evildoers appeared, and sleeping freaks awakened. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao has invincible Taoism, it is not pure arrogance. 



With Lei Di's supernatural powers, his strength will obviously skyrocket again. 

However, when Langhuan on the side heard this, he asked stupidly: "Sir, don't tell me, you have to sit in 

this cave for several years to comprehend." 

Chapter 354: Comprehend the great magical powers of the Lei Emperor, the death knell of the quasi-

imperial soldiers, Dawan... 

Latest website: How many years have you sat cross-legged? 

Jun Xiaoyao smiled. 

Langhuan is really naive and a little cute. 

Didn't she know that there is a kind of creature in this world, called the guilty? 

And unfortunately, Jun Xiaoyao is just the one of the two. 

Jun Xiaoyao did not answer, but directly sat down cross-legged and began to comprehend. 

"Master Jun, you won't really want to stay in this burial world for a few years, don't people want it?" 

"Also in this cave, there is not even a comfortable bed, so it is not convenient to have sex." 

Jun Xiaoyao ignored Langhuan's provocative words and fell into enlightenment. 

The thunder rune in the cave wall seemed to peel off, and one by one flashed before his eyes. 

It is difficult for ordinary people to remember a rune. 

However, Jun Xiaoyao has tempered his soul with the idea of chaotic gods since he was a child, and his 

soul power far exceeds that of Tianjiao of the same level. 

Not to mention, he still has a three-generation soul. 

Upon comprehension, the consumption of soul power is almost negligible. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao immersed in the comprehension, Langhuan also curled his lips. 

She didn't bother, she also sat cross-legged, trying to comprehend. 

Of course, it is definitely not that simple to comprehend a great magical power. 

Even some enchanting Tianjiao, within a few years, it is difficult to get started thoroughly. 

Langhuan also didn't expect to be able to fully comprehend, so he could only do his best to understand. 

Just when Jun Xiaoyao was comprehending the Thunder Emperor's great supernatural powers, on the 

other side, Chu Tianba continued to penetrate the burial world. 

Chu Tianba dismissed the opportunities along the way. The only thing he had to do now was to find the 

reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

"The reincarnation pool of sentient beings is in the area near the depths of the burial world. It is difficult 

to reach by my own strength." Chu Tianba's eyes flickered. 
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He raised his hand, and a **** bell emerged, guarding his body, and swept towards the burial realm. 

The various crises along the way were unable to stop Chu Tianba. 

That **** clock wiped out all obstacles ahead. 

"That seems to be... the quasi-imperial soldier of the Palace of the Underworld, the death bell." 

The scene of Chu Tianba was also projected to the outside world. 

When they saw the **** clock, all the burial creatures were very surprised. 

They did not expect that the Palace of the Underworld would give this quasi-emperor soldier to Chu 

Tianba. 

Moreover, Chu Tianba didn't seem to be interested in the opportunities outside the burial world, but 

went straight to the depths of the burial world. 

"Could it be that... Chu Tianba wanted to find the reincarnation pool of sentient beings in the burial 

world's cemetery?" 

"The Hall of the Underworld actually has this kind of calculation, but that kind of place is very 

dangerous, even if there are quasi-emperor soldiers guarding the way, it may fall if you are not careful." 

"We are seeking wealth and danger, but I have heard that there seems to be a grave guard in the depths 

of Wanling Cemetery..." 

It can be said that Chu Tianba's actions completely exceeded everyone's expectations. 

And obviously, this was not the behavior of Chu Tianba alone, it was the plan of the Palace of 

Underworld. 

"Your purpose, is it..." The ghost face female buried emperor looked deep, looking at the Tianming 

buried emperor. 

"Ha ha..." Tian Ming Funeral Emperor smiled without saying anything. 

The funeral world has been sealed for so long, and it is time to see the light again. 

Just when Chu Tianba gradually penetrated into the funeral world. 

In the cave, Jun Xiaoyao is still comprehending. 

One day has passed since he started to enlighten. 

At a certain moment, Jun Xiaoyao opened his eyes, and there was a flash of thunder in them. 

He got up and sighed slightly. 

When Langhuan on the side heard something, she also opened her beautiful eyes. 

She also didn't have much gain, Lei Di's supernatural powers were too complicated, and could not be 

memorized in one or two days. 



Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's expression, Langhuan comforted him: "You must not be discouraged, too. It is 

almost impossible to memorize Lei Di's supernatural powers, let alone comprehend." 

"Indeed, Jun still underestimated the complexity of Lei Di's supernatural powers." Jun Xiaoyao said 

truthfully. 

"But with the genius of the gentleman, if you stay for a month or two, you may gain." Langhuan said. 

Jun Xiaoyao slowly raised his hand, and between his five fingers, there was a thunder glow. 

Afterwards, they condensed into miniature stars, and beside Jun Xiaoyao, there were also stars formed 

by thunder, ups and downs. 

Langhuan: "???" 

Jun Xiaoyao moved his palm, and the thunder and stars burst out between his fingers, the thunder light 

spread, and the void exploded. 

He flipped his palm again, and the thunder light gathered in his palm, turning into a blazing thunder 

light, vomiting scary and terrifying thunder energy. 

"Master Jun, you are..." Langhuan was a little dazed for a while. 

"This Lei Di's supernatural power is indeed complicated. It took you a certain day, but he didn't realize it 

completely. He only understood some of the moves." Jun Xiaoyao played with the thunder light in his 

palm and said plainly. 

Langhuan heard this, the whole person was speechless, a little skeptical of life. 

"Could it be that this princess has realized the fake supernatural power?" Langhuan swept the thunder 

rune on the wall again. 

The discovery is still so complicated. 

It seems that it's not that there is something wrong with his eyes, but that Jun Xiaoyao is a bit too evil. 

In one day, Jun Xiaoyao not only memorized Lei Di's supernatural powers, but also comprehended some 

of the moves. 

This can no longer be described by evildoers. 

It's just... a monster! 

Jun Xiaoyao ignored the shocked Langhuan, he had already memorized all of Lei Di's supernatural 

powers, and his power did not disappoint him. 

After Jun Xiaoyao fully comprehend, Lei Di's supernatural power is undoubtedly one of his trump cards. 

As for now, Jun Xiaoyao can't waste time on comprehending supernatural powers. 

The main purpose of his coming to the burial ground has not yet been completed. 

"There is no trace of Jiu Miao Reincarnation Undead Grass outside the burial world. It seems that it is in 

the depths of the burial world." Jun Xiaoyao said. 



"The gentleman, you can't enter the depths of the burial world casually, even if you are a saint or above, 

you will risk falling if you are not careful." Langhuan's face changed after hearing this. 

She didn't expect that Jun Xiaoyao wanted to go deep into the funeral world. 

It's no different from looking for death. 

"I have the power to protect myself, don't worry, you can stay here and continue to comprehend." Jun 

Xiaoyao said. 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's attitude so resolute, Langhuan didn't persuade him anything, but told Jun Xiaoyao 

to be careful. 

Jun Xiaoyao nodded and left directly. 

The more you go to the depths of the burial world, the more dangerous it is indeed. 

For example, a random mud pit on the ground may hide a crisis enough to make the saint fall. 

Although Jun Xiaoyao is an evildoer, it is impossible to be strong enough to go deep into the burial 

ground alone. 

He sacrificed a simple armor, full of cracks and lines, filled with the breath of ancient vicissitudes. 

This ancient armor is the bodyguard that Jiang Daoxu bestows on Jun Xiaoyao, seeking advantages and 

avoiding disadvantages, without taboos. 

The curses left behind by all kinds of mutilated killing arrays ~www.mtlnovel.com~ are all isolated by this 

ancient armor and cannot bring any harm to Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao also went deep into the burial ground at a very fast speed. 

And the deeper, the more Jun Xiaoyao felt inexplicable. 

It was a vague sense of familiarity. 

Finally, in front of Jun Xiaoyao's vision, a large tomb appeared. 

All kinds of corpses and grave monuments are scattered all over it, as if they are the last place of sleep 

for all beings. 

The Wanling Cemetery has finally arrived. 

At this moment, in Jun Xiaoyao's mind, the system prompt sounded finally. 

"Ding, congratulations to the host, arrived at the sign-in place, do you sign in?" 

"Sign in!" 

Chapter 355: 7-star reward, 7 forbidden immortals, reincarnation pool of sentient beings, Chutian... 

The latest website: "Ding, congratulations to the host, get a seven-star reward, and ban seven 

immortals!" 

As the voice of the system fell, a stream of mysterious information flooded into Jun Xiaoyao's mind. 
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"Seven-star reward!" Jun Xiaoyao was also slightly surprised. 

The seven-star reward is already very high. 

So far, his highest reward for signing in is no more than eight stars. 

As for the nine-star and ten-star award, Jun Xiaoyao has not signed in yet. 

He is also looking forward to what the nine-star and ten-star rewards will be in the future. 

But the seven-star award is already very high. 

Immediately, Jun Xiaoyao began to investigate his sign-in rewards. 

After some digestion, a bright light flashed in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

These seven forbidden immortals, turned out to be a rare and rare sealing technique! 

The Seven Seals of Forbidden Immortals not only possess the powerful ability to suppress the seal, but 

also can combine with the general trend of the world, lay the formation pattern, and explode ten times 

a hundred times the power. 

This terrifying sealing technique, like the previous mana immunity, is a rare method. 

"There are seven seals for banning immortals, and there are seven seals. If the seven seals come out at 

the same time, it is claimed that even immortals can be sealed." Jun Xiaoyao sighed. 

The seven forbidden immortals are worthy of a seven-star reward. 

Because it is a sign-in reward, Jun Xiaoyao can display it directly without comprehension. 

It's just that with his current state and ability, it is impossible to directly display a complete seven-fold 

seal. 

But even if it's just one layer and two layers, it's a big trick. 

After all, the ban on the seven immortals is not only the ability to seal, but also has the power to attack 

and suppress. 

"First there was the Lei Di's great supernatural powers, and then there were the Seven Seals of 

Forbidden Immortals. This trip is worthwhile." Jun Xiaoyao was satisfied. 

The increase in his means of hole cards is also very helpful for the future hegemony in the ancient world. 

Right now, Jun Xiaoyao didn't carefully explore the seven seals of forbidden immortals. 

Instead, he swept his gaze to this cemetery. 

Before entering, Jun Xiaoyao had also learned some news about the burial world. 

I know that in the depths of this burial world, there is a cemetery for all souls. 

Among them is the reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 



Jun Xiaoyao judged that the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Immortal Grass might grow near the 

reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

Looking at it, the entire Wanling Cemetery is vast and endless, almost endless. 

All kinds of bones and tombstones were lying in them. 

Jun Xiaoyao could still feel it, a faint banning force. 

This piece of Wanling cemetery, like the entire burial world, was sealed. 

When Jun Xiaoyao stepped into the cemetery of Wan Ling, all kinds of incomplete killing arrays and 

ancient curses were activated. 

There is also a puddle of mud that can kill the saint king and the strong. 

Jun Xiaoyao protected himself with the ancient armor bestowed by Jiang Daoxu. 

Although the ancient armor is simple and full of cracks, the kind of breath that exudes is blocking all 

murderous opportunities for Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao was able to stroll in it leisurely. 

And just when Jun Xiaoyao entered Wanling Cemetery. 

In the depths of Wanling Cemetery, in an ancient cave, there is a figure like a clay sculpture, as if sitting 

cross-legged in it for eternity. 

"This breath is..." 

From this clay sculpture-like figure, an extremely hoarse and deep voice came. 

At the same time, outside the funeral. 

Looking at the figure who walked leisurely in the cemetery of Wanling. 

All the burial creatures were dumb. 

"As expected of Tianjiao with a strong background, just that piece of ancient armor and the entire burial 

ground, not many people can help him." 

"Then why did Jun Family Tianjiao not use it when he played against Ten Little Kings before." 

"This is not nonsense, do you have to use a knife to kill an ant?" 

"Yes, it's no wonder that Jun Family Tianjiao always looks calm and unhurried. It turns out that he 

doesn't mean anyone at all." 

Seeing the scene of Jun Xiaoyao projected on the sky, all the creatures present were discussing. 

Many burial creatures feel powerless. 

In terms of talent cultivation, it is no better than Jun Xiaoyao. 

In terms of background power, it is still no better than Jun Xiaoyao. 



It is no wonder that Jun Xiaoyao appeared so mad and defiant in the eyes of these buried creatures. 

Think about it in another way, standing in the same position, they will only be more rampant and 

defiant. 

Just when the sentient beings are discussing fiercely. 

A burial creature suddenly pointed to the screen and shouted: "We have met, Junjia Tianjiao and Chu 

Tianba have met!" 

With an exclamation, everyone's eyes were locked on the sky light curtain. 

Inside the cemetery of Wanling. 

There is a lake with an extremely wide area. 

The pool water in the entire lake presents a chaotic appearance, as if intercepting the galaxy in the sky 

and blending into it. 

In this lake, there are still various illusions. 

The reincarnation of sentient beings, all creatures, the sun and the moon change, the seasons are 

withered and prosperous. 

In this lake, there seems to be a kind of sentient beings. 

It is the reincarnation pool of sentient beings! 

In the pool of reincarnation of sentient beings, a figure was sitting in it, it was Chu Tianba! 

Around him, endless energy poured into it, and the cracks in Chu Tianba's body were healing at a speed 

visible to the naked eye. 

It won't take long for his physical body to be repaired. 

"After my physical body is completely repaired, the first one is to find the Lord's Saint Body!" Chu Tianba 

whispered coldly. 

"Oh? Really, that's not necessary, I'm already here." 

A faint voice sounded, Jun Xiaoyao appeared. 

"You..." A dark light flashed in Chu Tianba's eyes. 

Jun Xiaoyao put his hands behind him, and his expression was laid-back, as if he was walking around his 

back garden, not like being in a dangerous place like the Wanling Cemetery. 

"It's a good idea to rely on this reincarnation pool of sentient beings to recover their physical bodies." 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were light as water. 

"Why, do you want to stop me?" Chu Tianba said indifferently. 

"What do you mean?" Jun Xiaoyao smiled lightly, not caring at all. 



"Heh... if you do, then this thing will probably be gone." Chu Tianba sneered and took out a grass that 

exuded colorful brilliance. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes narrowed slightly. 

It is the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Immortal Grass! 

"It seems that you know the purpose of my coming to the funeral world." Jun Xiaoyao returned to his 

calmness. 

"Heh, the news that I want to inquire about the Palace of the Hades, I can naturally find out." Chu Tian 

domineering. 

"If you want to threaten Jun with this, you are wrong and wrong." 

"You ruin this grass, this **** son will let the entire Hades Palace be buried with you!" Jun Xiaoyao said 

indifferently. 

But the meaning of killing and cutting was to disturb the world. 

"Don't worry, I, Chu Tianba, just want to fight with you once in a complete posture~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

When my domineering body recovers, you will win me, and you will naturally get this nine-wonful 

reincarnation immortal grass. "Chu Tian domineering. 

The sky overlord body has its own dignity. 

Chu Tianba didn't want to force Jun Xiaoyao to admit defeat with the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation 

Immortal Grass. 

Rather, he wanted to wait for his overlord body to transform, and then uprightly, completely kill Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

Otherwise, the victories obtained through despicable means would also be an insult to the heavenly 

hegemon. 

"Trust me, you will only feel more desperate then." Jun Xiaoyao actually had a touch of pity in his eyes. 

In front of Jun Xiaoyao such a peerless arrogant. 

Any struggle and transformation are futile. 

It will only make Chu Tianba fall into deeper despair. 

Unfortunately, Chu Tianba didn't seem to know it yet. 

Chapter 356: Chu Tianba's physical body recovered, broke through the virtual **** realm, and the 

Eucharist body... 

The latest website: "It seems that you are overconfident in yourself. In the past history, the hegemonic 

body has not defeated the Eucharist many times." 

Hearing Jun Xiaoyao's words, Chu Tianba sneered. 

If he is a crippled overlord body, Shangjun Xiaoyao would really be a little bit uncertain. 
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But if Chu Tianba's physique changes completely, then he is confident that he can suppress Jun Xiaoyao. 

This is the arrogance and self-confidence inherent in the Tyrant Body. 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head lightly without saying anything. 

An ant thinks it will become a real dragon after it metamorphoses. 

But in the eyes of the stronger, it is nothing more than an ant to an earthworm. 

What's the difference 

"Since you are so confident, the **** son will give you this opportunity." Jun Xiaoyao was not in a hurry. 

He suddenly wanted to see the desperate expression when Chu Tianba had transformed and discovered 

that he was still a weak chicken. 

Well, Jun Xiaoyao is definitely not a devil, he just kindly fulfilled the wish of a mortal man. 

"Huh... they all say that the tyrant body is arrogant, but this generation of Saint Physique has produced a 

more maddening one." Chu Tianba gave Jun Xiaoyao a cold look. 

He didn't say much, and began to transform through the reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

Jun Xiaoyao just stood so lightly. 

He has nothing to do, and he is also looking at the reincarnation pool of sentient beings. 

"After the trouble of Chu Tianba has been solved and the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Undead Grass 

is won, there is no need to leave in a hurry, first use this pond to transform." 

Jun Xiaoyao was able to perceive the extraordinary reincarnation of sentient beings. 

It contains rich secret power of sentient beings, as if all the essence of life in this cemetery of all souls 

are gathered in this pool of water. 

"What kind of existence is the funeral world, who established it, and what is its purpose?" Jun Xiaoyao 

couldn't help thinking. 

He also understood that this cemetery of Ten Thousand Souls was not the deepest place in the burial 

world. 

In the deepest part, there is a great terror. 

The location of this Wanling cemetery in the entire burial world is at most a little deeper in the center. 

Even Jun Xiaoyao can faintly feel that in the deepest part of the burial world, there are many terrifying 

auras hidden. 

There is probably the greatest secret of the entire eternal burial ground. 

As for the buried emperors in the Ten Territory Burial Land, they are just the strong on the surface. 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly, and didn't think much. 



"When I have the strength, not only the nine heavens and ten places, the burial ground for eternity, the 

restricted area of life, and even the legendary foreign land, I will personally walk through it." Jun Xiaoyao 

set a goal in his heart. 

And just as Jun Xiaoyao is waiting. 

Outside the funeral, the pot was exploded, and there was a lot of discussion. 

At the beginning, I saw Jun Xiaoyao and Chu Tianba meeting. 

Everyone thought that Jun Xiaoyao would shoot directly to prevent Chu Tianba from recovering his 

hegemony. 

But the turning point afterwards was beyond everyone's expectations. 

"The son of the Jun family didn't make a mistake, he's not in line with his style." 

"Did you not see that Chu Tianba took out a plant of grass? It looks like the Nine Wonders of 

Reincarnation Immortal Grass, which only grows by the pool of reincarnation of sentient beings. He 

should be threatening with this." 

"Hey, this is God's will to let Chu Tianba redeem my burial ground reputation." 

"That is, if Chu Tianba's Cangtian Hegemony body has not been restored, it will really be unsettled 

against Shangjun Family's Divine Son." 

Seeing this scene, many burial creatures breathed a sigh of relief. 

In addition to Langhuan, there was only Chu Tianba in the ten little kings of the burial soil. 

If Chu Tianba was also defeated by Jun Xiaoyao, it would be a big blow to the buried creatures. 

The expressions on the faces of the powerhouses in the Hall of Hades lighted up. 

What they worry most is that Jun Xiaoyao obstructs Chu Tianba, making him unable to complete the 

transformation of the hegemony. 

Now it seems that the dust has settled. 

The Emperor Tianming's gaze swept towards the void, as if he had sensed something, he said with a light 

smile: "Don't worry, my disciple will help you repay the enemy of Tianjiao in your clan." 

As soon as this sentence came out, all the burial creatures were shocked. 

Could it be that the ancestors of the corpse dragon family, the sky-swallowing demon python family and 

other forces have arrived, but they have never appeared 

Thinking of this, a sentient being feels scalp numb. 

Had it not been for the ghost face female burial emperor to support Jun Xiaoyao, he would be really in 

danger. 

In the burial world, sentient beings reincarnate by the pool. 



Chu Tianba's whole body was enveloped by a secret power. 

That is the purest power of sentient beings, as if washing Chu Tianba's body, causing cracks in his body 

to heal. 

And Chu Tianba's breath also rose steadily as his body healed. 

Finally, when the last crack on Chu Tianba's body healed. 

His cultivation level directly broke through the Divine Fire Realm Great Perfection and reached the Void 

God Realm! 

Among the younger generation, Chu Tianba's cultivation is enough to sweep the Quartet! 

Rumble! 

The sound of bones bursting from inside Chu Tianba's body was like a big star colliding with a roar. 

His bronzed muscles became flawless. 

Many mysterious lines flowed on the surface of his skin. 

This is the **** pattern dedicated to the overlord body, and it contains whether there is any secret 

power! 

At this moment, Chu Tianba's aura was strong enough to make everyone in the younger generation lose 

their fighting spirit! 

Rao is Jun Xiaoyao, and his eyelids are slightly raised, and finally he has a hint of interest. 

"Success, finally succeeded. Although it can't reach the level of perfection before, it is enough." 

Feeling the perfect transformation of himself, Chu Tianba's eyes flashed with spirit. 

The return of this power, the feeling of flawlessness, is really wonderful. 

And this feeling made Chu Tianba's confidence extremely inflated. 

How about Jun Xiaoyao swept the little kings before 

Today's Chu Tianba can also do it easily. 

"It's interesting. From the time I was buried in the burial ground until now, I finally have an opponent 

who can make me a little bit interested." Jun Xiaoyao's handsome face is as plain as water. 

Even if Chu Tianba's physical body had recovered, even if his cultivation reached the Void God Realm. 

Jun Xiaoyao's demeanor is still the same for thousands of years. 

"Are you still pretending to be calm? I admire you a little bit." Chu Tianba sneered, took out the Nine 

Wonders of Reincarnation Immortal Grass in his hand, and threw it by the pool of sentient beings' 

reincarnation. 

"If you beat me, you will naturally get the Nine Wonders of Reincarnation Undead Grass, but now it 

seems that you don't have that chance." Chu Tianba's eyes were scornful. 



"You should tell this sentence to yourself!" 

Jun Xiaoyao also released his own breath, although it was the breath of Divine Fire Realm Great 

Perfection. 

But that kind of detached posture, in terms of momentum, was actually not weaker than the Chu Tianba 

of the Void God Realm. 

Jun Xiaoyao idol town prison power ~www.mtlnovel.com~The ancient sacred body, big Luo fairy bone. 

The triple power urges at the same time, like a sleeping real dragon awakening, a monstrous breath is 

surging. 

Jun Xiaoyao is going to be true. 

Feeling this breath, even if it was as strong as Chu Tianba, a slight surprise flashed in his eyes. 

Jun Xiaoyao's breath at the moment indeed made him feel a little bit of danger. 

"Impossible, the Divine Fire Realm Great Perfection, leaving the Void Divine Realm, although there is 

only a slight gap, it is a huge difference." 

"Furthermore, even though he is an ancient sacramental body, I am also a Heavenly Overlord Body, and 

I am not weaker than him in the same realm, let alone a higher realm." 

Chu Tianba thought in his heart. 

"Jun Family Eucharist, come to fight!" 

Chu Tianba has taken action. It must be proved by facts that the Ba body is the strongest physique that 

is unparalleled in the past! 

Chapter 357: This **** son wants you to understand what true despair is! 

Latest website: As soon as Chu Tianba takes action, his breath is different from the other ten little kings. 

The fluctuation of his shot at this moment is a lot stronger than Long Xiang, Mo Ling, and even Jiuyou. 

A punch was blasted, like a star smashing, bursting out a wave of mana. 

The sentient beings outside the burial realm, although unable to personally experience the power 

fluctuations, can also see it. 

After the transformation, Chu Tianba's strength is not the same. 

"It's so strong, even if it's just across the light curtain, I feel almost suffocated!" 

"Yes, this time the Jun Family Godzi finally met his opponent, and I finally have Tianjiao who can 

compete with him in my burial ground!" 

In all directions, countless noises rang out. 

Obviously, this battle is very eye-catching, even related to the reputation of the burial ground of the 

ages. 
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If this battle is still won by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Doesn't it mean that the king's **** son swept all the young Tianjiao in the burial ground forever. 

Where to put the face of the burial soil? 

However, after seeing Chu Tianba's current power, the buried souls were relieved. 

By the poolside of the reincarnation of sentient beings, the battle between the Eucharist and the 

Overlord finally broke out. 

Chu Tianba blasted out with a punch, and what he displayed was the king's killing punch. 

With a punch across the air, the light of the fist illuminates the sky, and the killing intent is sweeping 

away. 

This type of fist is very powerful, and sometimes even the fist is not dropped. The killing intent is enough 

to break people's minds. 

Feeling that he was locked in by this killing intent, Jun Xiaoyao's expression was faint, and he also 

punched, facing Chu Tianba hard. 

"silly!" 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao making a move, Chu Tianba snorted coldly. 

He is a virtual **** realm, enough to completely suppress Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao not only did not avoid his edge, but went straight up. 

Isn't this stupid? 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't say a word, the power of the ancient Eucharist, combined with the tens of billions of 

catties supernatural power of the idol's jailing power. 

That power makes the void surging and the sky shakes! 

boom! 

The two fisted each other, and in an instant, the mana ripples shook the four directions, causing the 

earth to crack and the situation to change. 

With this punch, Chu Tianba's face immediately changed. 

The imaginary fist did not appear. 

Chu Tianba only felt that an extremely terrifying monstrous divine power came from Jun Xiaoyao's fist. 

The Cangtian Hegemonic body is also known for its physical body, which can fight real dragons and 

smash the Divine Phoenix. 

But at this moment, Chu Tianba's figure suddenly shook, and he was immediately retreated. There was 

blood splashing on the front of his fist. 

Chu Tianba, was wounded by the shock! 



Just one move made all the buried natives almost dumb outside the burial world. 

They even rubbed their eyes, wondering if they had hallucinations. 

This is the Chu Tianba after the transformation, not the incomplete state before. 

But... was still shocked by Jun Xiaoyao. 

Shock! 

Unparalleled shock! 

Jun Xiaoyao's performance subverted their three views. 

A divine fire realm shattered the virtual divine realm, which is simply unbelievable. 

"The gentleman, is actually so strong?" Qin Xianeryu covered her red lips with her hand, also widening 

her beautiful eyes. 

The smiles on the faces of the powerhouses in the Hall of Hades slowly solidified. 

The Emperor Tianming buried his face blank. 

It is conceivable that Jun Xiaoyao's performance has made all the burial creatures feel uneasy. 

In the funeral realm, Chu Tianba was shaken back, and a trace of horror flashed in his eyes. 

Jun Xiaoyao also showed an unexpected expression: "It turned out to be just a little hurt, it's worthy of 

being a tyrant body, something." 

Jun Xiaoyao was indeed an accident. 

Even some peerless arrogance would at least break his arm with this punch. 

Chu Tianba was only injured, and he was already pretty good. 

The sky overlord body is worthy of its prestige. 

As for Chu Tianba, there were all question marks in his mind at this moment. 

Shouldn't I say this? 

How do you feel that Jun Xiaoyao is the one with high realm, pointing him? 

"I don't believe it!" 

Chu Tianba shot again. 

He was shocked with blood and energy. 

After the sublimation baptism of the reincarnation pool of sentient beings, his lifelessness has been 

transformed into vitality again. 

With blood surging, the wound on his right hand quickly healed. 



It can be seen that the physical recovery ability of the heavenly tyrant body is not weaker than the 

ancient sacramental body. 

Jun Xiaoyao also shot again. 

"The ancient monument opens the palm of the sky!" 

Chu Tianba once again displayed another powerful magical skill. 

He turned his fist into his palm and slashed out with a palm, as if an ancient stele appeared, shattering 

the sky. 

Jun Xiaoyao squeezed Ren Wang's seal with one hand, and controlled the army with the other hand. 

Two powerful moves came together to collide with Chu Tianba. 

Jun Xiaoyao moves in white clothes, immortal and peerless, like the immortal king, suppressing the eight 

wastes. 

Chutian is arrogant and overbearing, like the **** of war approaching the dust, coercing the world. 

Both of these two have great power and grandeur, fighting together at this moment, and the aftermath 

is enough to crush ordinary Tianjiao. 

boom! boom! boom! 

The two move together, ripples are shaking, many tombstones around are broken, flying ash rises. 

After several collisions, Chu Tianba was shocked again, coughing up blood in his mouth. 

"How is it possible, your Eucharist..." Chu Tianba didn't have the calmness before. 

He could feel that Jun Xiaoyao's ridiculous ancient sacred body did not seem to be confined by the 

chains of heaven. 

But how is this possible? 

Even if the Jun family behind him uses countless resources to stack on Jun Xiaoyao, it is impossible to 

completely smash his shackles. 

The shackles of the Heavenly Dao are a restrictive rule that prevents the ancient sacrament from going 

too far against the sky. 

But now, Jun Xiaoyao's performance did not seem to be restricted at all. 

"Oh? Are you aware of it?" 

Seeing the color of surprise in Chu Tianba's eyes, the corner of Jun Xiaoyao's mouth was slightly curved. 

"This is impossible, you must have cultivated some special technique!" Chu Tianba shook his head, 

absolutely not believing in such absurd things. 

Chu Tianba shot a three-foot cold light in his eyes, and he first displayed a defensive magic. 

Desolate air flowed on his body, and finally condensed into a khaki armor. 



It is Dahuang Shenjia Qigong. 

The battle armor condensed by Dahuang Shenjia Qigong is difficult to penetrate in the same realm, let 

alone Jun Xiaoyao who is one realm lower than him. 

Afterwards, Chu Tianba made another move and performed a powerful move. 

"Seven rulings!" 

Chutianba's double palms rotate ~www.mtlnovel.com~ There are various kinds of swords, swords, and 

ancient seals. 

This is a forceful move, known as seven moves, which can judge all creatures. 

Jun Xiaoyao didn't underestimate the enemy either, the Azure Sky Ancestor Dragon Armor was 

condensed on his body, coupled with the defensive method of the gods and prisons, the cloak of the 

gods. 

At this moment, the dragon armor was added, Jun Xiaoyao with the cloak raised, as if from a 

transcendent banished immortal to an immortal **** of war. 

"Chu Tianba, this **** son wants you to understand what is true despair!" Jun Xiaoyao looked down, 

and if the gods looked down at the ants. 

What about the transformed Heavenly Tyrant's body, he still didn't care about it. 

Jun Xiaoyao reached out his palm, there was lightning flashing between his fingers, and there was an 

electric grid intertwined. 

Lei Di's supernatural powers are displayed! 

Chapter 358: The tyrant fists against the 6 reincarnation fists, still invincible, the tyrant body finally... 

Latest website: Lei Di’s supernatural powers, although Jun Xiaoyao did not fully comprehend. 

But some of these moves, Jun Xiaoyao can already be fully displayed. 

For example, this style is the thundering into the stars. 

In Jun Xiaoyao's palm, the power of thunder surged, condensed into stars with dazzling thunder light 

around him. 

In every star, there is the power of bursting thunder from the sun. 

Jun Xiaoyao at this moment is like a **** king surrounded by stars, with a general trend of suppressing 

everything. 

All the Thunder and Stars, Qi Qi suppressed Xiang Chu Tianba. 

"This is... a great supernatural power!" Chu Tianba also showed a solemn look in his eyes. 

He collided with Jun Xiaoyao's Lei Di supernatural powers in seven forms of judgment. 

The fierce thunder and waves of mana spread out. 
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Jun Xiaoyao is like a thundering monarch, with hundreds of thousands of thunder bursts in every 

gesture. 

If Chu Tianba does not yield to the God of War, his moves are fierce. 

The two of them collided and confronted each other like meteors hitting the earth, bursting into endless 

sparks. 

This kind of battle is extremely shocking, and all the creatures outside the burial world are 

dumbfounded. 

This is not like a battle of the younger generation at all, but rather like a collision between the older 

generation of strong men. 

boom! 

With a bang, Chu Tianba was blasted back again. 

Although he was in the Void God Realm, in terms of physical strength and mana force, he was far less 

than Jun Xiaoyao. 

Jun Xiaoyao's tens of billions of catties of supernatural power has reached a certain limit, even if it is Chu 

Tianba, who is carrying a blue sky hegemony body, the power is far behind. 

"The tortoise shell is quite hard, but it still won't protect you!" 

On Jun Xiaoyao's chest, the supreme bone exudes fiery brilliance. 

A vigorous and flaming divine calamity light blasted directly towards Chu Tianba. 

"Damn it!" Chu Tianba looked cold. 

If Jun Xiaoyao only had the ancient sacrament, then Chu Tianba would not be so passive. 

After all, the two physiques have had their own victories since ancient times, and no one can completely 

overwhelm the other. 

But the most important thing is that Jun Xiaoyao is more than just the ancient Eucharist. 

He still has a supreme bone! 

Among the three thousand physiques, the Supreme Bone also ranks in the top 30, not much weaker 

than the Wild Ancient Saint Body and Cang Tian Ba. 

When the two strong physiques were superimposed on each other, the advantage in the realm of Chu 

Tianba had been completely offset. 

Rumble! 

God's robbery light poured on Chu Tianba without reservation. 

On his body, the battle armor condensed with Dahuang Shenjia Qigong was also full of cracks, and finally 

burst into pieces. 



Chu Tianba spit out blood again. 

What is complete rolling? 

This is complete rolling! 

Don't say Jun Xiaoyao was injured, he didn't even get a wisp of dust on his body. 

On the other hand, Chu Tianba was beaten many times and suffered repeated defeats. 

Comparing the two, it is clear at a glance! 

"No, this is impossible. How could my complete domineering body after transformation be weaker than 

you!" Chu Tianba shook his head, unable to accept this result. 

If he was still incomplete and defeated Shangjun Xiaoyao, it would be excusable. 

But the problem is that now his domineering body has recovered, even if it is impossible to recover to 

the perfection of the previous life, it is already flawless enough. 

But now, he is still being beaten by Jun Xiaoyao. 

No wonder Chu Tianba doubts life. 

Seeing Chu Tianba’s somewhat unacceptable expression, Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly and said, “I 

told you a long time ago that Jun will make you feel a deeper despair, but you don’t believe it. Now I 

understand you and me. The gap between?" 

"Ba body? Just rubbish!" 

Jun Xiaoyao's relentless words made Chu Tianba's face flushed and his anger was extremely violent. 

How can an arrogant and arrogant body bear such humiliation? 

"Presumptuous, I haven't lost yet!" 

Chu Tianba was full of energy and blood, and the **** lines on his body began to light up. 

That is the **** pattern dedicated to the overlord body, containing the supreme secret power of the 

heaven overlord body. 

Chu Tianba blasted his right fist, and his entire arm was illuminated by the **** pattern, which was 

extremely gorgeous. 

At the same time, a wave of terrifying mana that blasted through the heavens spread out. 

This is exactly the inherited supernatural power of the Heavenly Tyrant Body, Tyrant Fist! 

As soon as the tyrant punches out, the Eight Desolations will be overwhelmed! 

In historical records, there was a rumor that a Heavenly Dominant Body defeated the Ancient Eucharist 

with a tyrant punch. 

Today, Tyrant Fist is reappearing, and its power is still amazing! 



"Jun Xiaoyao, taste the power of my tyrant fist!" 

Chu Tianba roared, his black hair danced wildly, his entire popularity was surging to the extreme, and he 

punched out, bringing out thousands of mana waves! 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes narrowed slightly. 

This trick is interesting. 

Jun Xiaoyao did not avoid it, but displayed six reincarnation fists. 

Fight with fists! 

Six vortexes of reincarnation, accompanied by the bombardment of Jun Xiaoyao's fist, seemed to pull 

people into endless reincarnation. 

Six rounds of reincarnation fist is the supreme fist, no weaker than the tyrant fist of the heavenly 

domineering body. 

The two punches collided, and even the sound of cracking bones could be heard clearly. 

The punch that contained the power of reincarnation suppressed it, and Chu Tianba's entire right arm 

punched, the muscles and bones shattered, cracks bloomed, blood splashed, and lavender light glowed. 

"what!" 

Chu Tianba couldn't help letting out a roar, his entire right arm was severely injured, and at the same 

time his whole body was crushed and corroded by the power of reincarnation, and he kept vomiting 

blood in his mouth. 

Jun Xiaoyao stepped out again, stepping on Chu Tianba's body. 

With a burst of tens of billions of catties, Chu Tianba coughed up blood again, his blood was actually 

mixed with broken organs! 

His whole person was like a cannonball, crashing to the ground, raising dust. 

Jun Xiaoyao, with an extremely vigorous posture, once again firmly suppressed Chu Tianba. 

Outside the burial world, all the burial creatures who saw this scene were shocked and dumbfounded. 

The powerhouses in the Hades Palace were even more dumbfounded. 

After fighting to this level, Chu Tianba almost shot it with all his strength, even being crushed by Jun 

Xiaoyao? 

Who can believe this? 

Tian Ming Burial Emperor's face finally became completely gloomy. 

"Could the result be completely contrary to what we thought?" Some burial creatures looked at each 

other, all seeing the uneasy color in each other's eyes. 

Burying Tianjiao this time, is it really going to be hammered on the ground by a foreign Tianjiao? 



All beings reincarnate by the poolside. 

Chu Tianba got up with difficulty ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The bones all over his body made a clicking 

sound. 

The blood in his body was surging, recovering from his injury. 

I have to say that the physical body of the Cangtian Tyrant's body is really strong, and it hasn't collapsed 

until now. 

"What a sandbag, you can hold it till now, you are already proud enough." Jun Xiaoyao said truthfully. 

He is not sarcastic, he is indeed complimenting. 

After all, it was any other Tianjiao, even the Dragon Tianjiao, under the offensive of Jun Xiaoyao, the 

physical body would collapse. 

Chu Tianba turned out to be just a serious injury, which was already very rare. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, I'm going to insult people, you may forget that our domineering body line, and the last 

hole card!" 

In Chu Tianba's eyes, a decisive madness was burning. 

"Huh? Could it be..." Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flashed. 

Chapter 359: Overlord’s deity’s vision against the Eucharist, the fierce battle, 1... 

Latest website: Just like the ancient sacrament, it has six visions. 

The sky overlord body also has its own trump card, that is, the nine gods! 

If the ancient sacrament awakens all six visions, it can form six reincarnations, pushing all enemies in the 

world. 

As for the sky overlord body, if the nine gods are in the same shape, they can also deter all directions 

and subdue the world! 

At this moment, Chu Tianba was full of vitality and blood, burning his own domineering bloodline, he 

had to make the last fight! 

Chu Tianba stomped the ground with one foot and rose into the air. 

Behind him, there was a huge wave that swept out. 

It seems that there is a horsefish, following his figure, soaring into the air. 

Then, the Kunyu turned into a big Peng, its wings are like clouds hanging from the sky, and its breath 

shakes the sky! 

It is one of the nine gods of the overlord body, the Kunpeng god! 

Chu Tianba, who displayed his tyrant's bottom card tricks, had a fierce aura at this moment, and he 

rushed straight towards Jun Xiaoyao like a cannonball. 
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It can be said that this hand shocked everyone. 

Outside the funeral world, all the creatures were extremely excited, looking forward to Chu Tianba's 

counter-kill. 

In the face of Chu Tianba's move, Jun Xiaoyao looked indifferent. 

"If this is the case, then I will also use the Eucharist vision to fight you!" 

Jun Xiaoyao also stomped the void with one foot, and the surrounding brilliance suddenly rose. 

A phantom of saints appeared in the void. 

In the end, there were a thousand shadows surrounding Jun Xiaoyao, setting off Di Jun Xiaoyao like an 

immortal king. 

It is the pilgrimage of all Saints! 

The terrifying coercion poured down, and as soon as the pilgrimage of Ten Thousand Saints came out, 

the power of Chu Tianba was almost suppressed by more than 30%. 

But Chu Tianba was not afraid, and still let out a long scream, Kunpeng's divine form was not afraid of 

any obstacles, and collided with Jun Xiaoyao's Eucharist vision. 

Rumble! 

Like countless big stars shattered. 

Chu Tianba's whole person seemed to be transformed into a Kunpeng, shattering many sage ghosts. 

It has to be said that the nine gods of the Tyrant Body really deserve their reputation, and this type of 

Kunpeng **** is enough to kill most Tianjiaos in seconds. 

But for Jun Xiaoyao, it is still not enough! 

While Jun Xiaoyao suppressed Chu Tianba with the vision of Ten Thousand Saints' Worship, his fingers 

came out again, and the power of thunder intertwined. 

Above the sky, dark clouds gathered, and the billowing thunder rolled like a horned dragon, and then 

slashed down at Chu Tianba. 

This is a manifestation of Lei Di's magical powers, but it is the thunder of heaven's punishment! 

The Thunder of Heaven's Punishment crashed down on Chu Tianba, and Chu Tianba raised his hand, like 

the wings of a Dapeng swept out, setting off a wave of mana. 

The roar resounded everywhere, and Chu Tianba was blasted back, his body was charred, exuding a 

burnt smell. 

But Chu Tianba didn't shrink back, yelling at the sky, and his deity changed. 

On the surface of his body, a simple and heavy clock emerged. 

When the big clock shook, it seemed to shatter the void in all directions. 



This is another change of the nine gods of the Tyrant Body, the Dazhong Dao Body. 

The Thunder of Heaven's Punishment bombarded the Dazhong Dao body, unable to penetrate it. 

But Chu Tianba urged the Dazhong Dao body, and the invisible sound wave spread out, tearing the 

surrounding thunder. 

"This tyrant body is also a bit interesting." Jun Xiaoyao chuckled. 

Seeing Chu Tianba so vigorous, instead of worrying, he found it interesting. 

After all, there are too few opponents who can give him a few more moves. 

"Come again!" 

Jun Xiaoyao shook his hand with one hand, and the tens of thousands of thunders emerged, and finally 

gathered in Jun Xiaoyao's palm, turning into a blazing thunder light. 

The thunder light seemed to condense the thunder of the heavens, dazzling enough to dazzle blind 

people's eyes. 

"Nine Tribulations Slaying Devil Thunder!" 

Jun Xiaoyao threw out with one hand, the blazing thunder light, as if turned into a thunder spear, 

penetrated towards the big bell. 

This is a powerful trick in Lei Di's great supernatural powers, punishing the heavens and the earth, and 

destroying everything. 

boom! 

The Nine Tribulations Devil Slaying Thunder crashed down on the ancient bell phantom, and the entire 

ancient bell was suddenly cracked, and Chu Tianba also coughed up a mouthful of blood. 

Chu Tianba was mad and did not back down. He changed his body shape again, as if a real dragon 

emerged from behind him. 

It is one of the nine gods, the real dragon body! 

Chu Tianba kicked it horizontally, like a real dragon wagging its tail, splitting the void. 

This kick is enough to pull any Tianjiao in the Void God Realm into pieces. 

And Jun Xiaoyao, the supreme bone in his chest is hot again, the brilliance gathers, and the hand of God 

is showing. 

The big hand, branded with the endless heavenly runes, broke through the air, with the terrifying power 

of stifling all living beings, pressing against Chu Tianba with a palm. 

Even though Chu Tianba transformed the true dragon body, under the suppression of the hand of God, 

he was still vomiting blood and struggling like a caught earthworm. 

"Ah... I don't believe it, I am the Heavenly Tyrant Body, unparalleled since ancient times, who can be the 

enemy!" 



Chu Tianba fought madly and roared. 

In the next moment, around him, four body shapes immediately appeared at the same time. 

Kunpeng divine form, big bell Taoist body, true dragon body, fairy phoenix Lingyu. 

The four great gods are activated at the same time, and that kind of power destroys the world. 

Even the hand of God was shaken away. 

"It seems that you have the most, and you can only display the four great gods." Jun Xiaoyao said upon 

seeing this. 

The nine gods of the Tyrant Body, like the six visions of the Eucharist, are not born with them, but they 

need to be slowly realized by themselves. 

Although Chu Tianba only comprehended the four great gods, he was still extremely enchanting. 

"The four great gods can also kill you!" Chu Tianba shouted vigorously, carrying the power of the four 

great gods, and rushed towards Jun Xiaoyao. 

"Okay, then let us solve the battle by means of Eucharist and Overlord." 

Jun Xiaoyao's voice fell. 

While displaying the vision of the pilgrimage of the Ten Thousand Saints, in the nine heavens behind 

him, a magnificent figure of immortality emerged again. 

That figure stood between heaven and earth, with supreme majesty. 

The galaxy seemed to surround his waist, and the ancient stars seemed to be just embellishments 

around him. 

It is the vision of the Eucharist, the fairy king is coming for nine days! 

At this moment, around Jun Xiaoyao, there is a pilgrimage to all Saints, and a fairy king emerges behind 

him. 

This terrifying vision sets off Dijun Xiaoyao like a descendant of the gods, the son of heaven and earth! 

"ended." 

Jun Xiaoyao once again displayed six reincarnation fists, blessing the power of the gods to protect the 

prison and the power of the dragon bone. 

Then it added the power of two eucharistic visions. 

All Saints worship, possess the power to weaken the enemy's combat power. 

The immortal king Lin Jiutian is an invincible Taoist method, which can bring great blessings to the 

various supernatural powers of Jun Xiaoyao~www.mtlnovel.com~ For example, the six reincarnation 

fists performed by Jun Xiaoyao at the moment, in the immortal king Lin Jiutian Under the blessing of, the 

power soared several times. 



It seems that the fairy king behind Jun Xiaoyao blasted this punch with him. 

Rumble! 

The world is surging, and the mana is shaking. 

The two eucharistic visions collide with the four gods of the hegemony body. 

That kind of fluctuation is indescribable, and the entire Wanling Cemetery seems to be razed to the 

ground! 

The earth cracks, the heavens shake! 

And outside the burial world, the light curtain on the sky is shrouded in endless smoke and dust. 

All the burial creatures, the major forces, are staring at the light curtain. 

What is the result of the battle between the Eucharist and the hegemony? 

Chapter 360: One who can be said to be unparalleled in the ages, one monarch is happy! 

The latest website: The ancient sacred body, the heavenly hegemony body, the two physiques that have 

been enemies of each other since ancient times. 

In the past history, there have been many collisions with each other winning and losing. 

And in this era, the ancient sacramental body and the heavenly hegemonic body are competing against 

each other, who wins and who loses? 

All the buried creatures outside are watching nervously. 

From the perspective of burial soil, they hope that Chu Tianba can win. 

"Ahem..." 

The violent coughing up of blood sounded from the smoke and dust. 

The wind blows and disperses the smoke and dust. 

All sentient beings reincarnated by the pool, and Chu Tianba fell to the ground on one knee. His bronze 

flesh was cracked, and lavender blood was overflowing from the wound. 

At this moment, Chu Tianba was like cracked porcelain, which broke when touched. 

On the other side, Jun Xiaoyao still stood on the void, his expression flat. 

Click... 

There was a sound of cracking metal. 

That was the Azure Dragon Armor on Jun Xiaoyao's body shattering. 

Subsequently, the Azure Dragon Armor shattered into cyan light spots. 

The cloak of the gods behind him also disappeared. 
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But Jun Xiaoyao himself showed no signs of injury, and even his breath was not too disturbed. 

Which one is better, which one wins and which loses, is clear at a glance! 

Jun Xiaoyao, end abuse Chu Tianba! 

Wow! 

Outside the burial realm, the uproar spread out like a tide. 

No one thought that this would be the result in the end. 

After the transformation, the physical body was perfect, and Chu Tianba, who reached the Void God 

Realm, was still not Jun Xiaoyao's opponent. 

Even the nine gods of the Tyrant Body were displayed, but they couldn't bring any harm to Jun Xiaoyao. 

What is despair? 

This is despair! 

All the people who were buried in the land were like mourning concubines, their faces were dull, and 

they received a huge blow. 

Jun Xiaoyao alone, sweeping the ten little kings in the funeral soil, no one can stand against him! 

The powerhouses in the Hall of Hades are unbelievable, frozen in place as if struck by lightning. 

Tian Ming Burial Emperor's whole body was a little unstable. 

Chu Tianba, who had high hopes of him, was defeated so miserably. 

"Is there anything in this world that the gentleman can't do?" Qin Xian'er was in a daze, and Jun Xiaoyao 

repeatedly refreshed her cognition. 

It turns out that there are such excellent men in this world! 

The ghost face female buried emperor, on the contrary, is the most peaceful one. 

Under the mask, there was a faint light in his eyes. 

And at this moment, at the pool of reincarnation of sentient beings. 

Chu Tianba's entire mind seemed to be blank, as he knelt on one knee, in a trance state. 

Chu Tianba hadn't even reacted yet, he had already lost. 

Step by step, Jun Xiaoyao stepped down into the sky, and then walked to the side of the reincarnation 

pool of sentient beings, and picked up the Nine Wonders Reincarnation Immortal Grass. 

"The goal is finally completed." 

Jun Xiaoyao breathed a sigh of relief after incorporating the Jiu Miao Reincarnation Undead Grass into 

the spatial magic weapon. 



His purpose of coming to the burial ground this time was achieved. 

Only then did Chu Tianba recover from the trance, and his entire face had an expression that seemed 

crazy. 

"How is it possible... how is it possible, I am an overlord body, an unparalleled overlord body..." Chu Tian 

babbled like a madman. 

He could not accept this **** reality. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were very cold, with a hint of pity. 

"From beginning to end, you were wrong, wrong." 

"Am I wrong? Where did I go wrong?" Chu Tianba's expression suddenly became hideous. 

"I am the only one who can be called unparalleled in this world!" 

Jun Xiaoyao flicked his sleeves and fell behind him, but his plain words carried a domineering arrogance. 

One who can be said to be unparalleled in the ages, the only monarch is happy and alone! 

"You..." Chu Tianba's chest shook, and he suddenly vomited a big mouthful of blood. 

His Dao Xin suffered a huge blow. 

Jun Xiaoyao's character is even more domineering than the domineering body! 

Unparalleled, he is the only one! 

How mad and arrogant is a person to speak such madness? 

"It's over." Jun Xiaoyao pushed it horizontally, killing Chu Tianba's life. 

It is impossible for the two physiques to get along safely, and only one of them will fall to end the fight. 

"No, I'm not reconciled!" Chu Tianba shook his head, how could he fall like this? 

There was a thud. 

Chu Tianba once again sacrificed the death knell, trying to save his life. 

With his life, there is still a chance to make a comeback, if he is dead, then there is nothing. 

Chu Tianba didn't think that he could live again. 

Upon seeing this, Jun Xiaoyao shook his head and said: "I guess you would not give up, but the result will 

not change." 

He also sacrificed the incomplete ancient armor given by Jiang Daoxu, resisting the power of the death 

bell. 

At the same time, a palm hit Chu Tianba's chest. 

A series of clicks sounded. 



Almost all of Chu Tianba's internal organs, including his bones, were shattered, and even his primordial 

spirit was violently shaken and was about to collapse. 

Chu Tianba's whole body was blasted to the top of the reincarnation pool of sentient beings, coughing 

constantly with blood mixed with internal organs. 

Jun Xiaoyao's eyes were faint. 

He knew that Chu Tianba was doomed to fall. 

"Ahem... Jun Xiaoyao, are you very proud of it?" 

After feeling that his life was about to be severed, Chu Tianba's face was filled with a frenzied 

ferociousness. 

"Proud? What is there to be proud of trampling on an ant?" Jun Xiaoyao replied calmly. 

No sense of accomplishment at all, OK? 

Puff! 

Chu Tianba vomited blood again. 

Nima! 

People are dying, can you say something nice? 

Chu Tianba was about to explode. 

But he still showed a crazy smile, his teeth were stained with blood, and he said sensibly: "Jun Xiaoyao, 

there is reincarnation in the way of heaven, whoever is spared by the sky, one day, you will also 

experience my current pain." 

"Heh...who has God spared?" 

"The son of God will be in the eternal future, overlooking the boundless sky, what is the sky?" Jun 

Xiaoyao said indifferently. 

What cause and effect, what heaven, he never believed! 

With enough strength, you can dominate everything! 

Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's invincible mentality that ignores everything, even Chu Tianba was shocked. 

This person's invincible Dao Heart can hardly be shaken. 

"Jun Xiaoyao, it's too early to say this. I have a hunch that in this life, the overlord of my domineering 

body will emerge, and he will end your invincible legend!" 

Chu Tianba's words made Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flash. 

Overlord? 

This name, he has also heard, not only refers to a certain person, but the strongest person in the 

domineering line. 



In previous records, there was an overlord in the line of the Heavenly Tyrant Body. 

And in each life, as long as there is an overlord born, most of the ancient sacraments are at a 

disadvantage or disadvantage! 

In an era without the birth of an overlord, the Ancient Eucharist had the advantage. 

There is no other reason, UU reading www.uukanshu. Because of the overlord, com is a sublimation of 

the extreme realm of the overlord body, and its abilities in all aspects are stronger than the general sky 

overlord. 

The general ridiculous ancient sacrament really has no advantage in front of the overlord. 

"What about the birth of the overlord, you can't see it anyway." Jun Xiaoyao didn't have any waves 

because of this news. 

When the overlord was born, Jun Xiaoyao's strength still didn't know how strong it was. 

"Heh... Jun Xiaoyao, are you sure you can get out alive?" Chu Tianba suddenly showed a strange smile. 

Immediately, he suddenly sacrificed a large black seal, and at the same time, his body exploded, 

releasing the last light and heat. 

"Pluto breaks the seal, unblock it!" 

Chu Tianba exhausted his last strength, urged the Pluto to break the seal, and then threw it directly into 

the pool of reincarnation of sentient beings. 

Suddenly, the world was turbulent, and the burial world trembled! 

 


